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 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction: dispersion due to microstructural features
The dynamic thermomechanical response of materials (e.g.,
metals, ceramics, foams, or composites) is profoundly inﬂuenced
by an underlying microstructure consisting of heterogeneities of
various shape and spatial arrangements, precipitates, and defects
clusters (collections of dislocations, distribution of cracks and/or
porosity for example). The effects of these heterogeneities on the
dynamic response are particularly pronounced when the scale of
the deformation is of the order of the material microstructural
heterogeneities or when its order of magnitude is comparable to
the short wavelength of a signal propagating through the material.
For example, it has been experimentally observed that the dynamic
strength of polycrystalline metals is impacted by heterogeneities,
such as microvoids for instance, leading to localization of deforma-
tion and loss of shear strength (Millett et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2008).
Wave scattering due to the mismatch in mechanical impedance at
the interface between different material phases in layered compos-
ites (Zhuang et al., 2003) is another illustration of the impact of
microstructural features on the dynamic response of materials.
The dispersive nature of wave propagation in microstructured
materials plays an important role in localization phenomena in
dynamic problems. In conventional continuum formulations, thegoverning partial differential equations may lose hyperbolicity at
a certain stage of a nonlinear deformation process. This means that
loading waves can no longer propagate and the deformation is
trapped in an inﬁnitely narrow band in which the strain can grow
unboundedly (Read and Hegemier, 1984; Bazˇant and Belytschko,
1985; Peerlings et al., 2001).
Despite the conspicuous experimental observations of the dis-
persive character of microstructured materials (Mason and McSki-
min, 1947; Tauchert and Guzelsu, 1972; Murr and Kuhlmann-
Wilsdorf, 1978; Munson and Lawrence, 1979; Bonnan et al.,
1998; Lee et al., 1998; Tasdemirci and Hall, 2005; Holmquist and
Johnson, 2008; Vogler et al., 2008; Furnish et al., 2009) for a wide
variety of materials, the classical continuummechanics theory pre-
dicts that frequency and wave number have a linear relationship
(i.e., phase and group velocities of propagating waves are indepen-
dent of the frequency) and therefore fails to successfully model the
impact of microstructural features and their associated length
scales on wave dispersion. Propagation of elastic waves in a
one-dimensional (1D) domain is analyzed with the well-known
d’Alembert or Riemann solutions (see for example, Achenbach,
1999). Extension to nonlinear wave propagation has been studied
extensively in the context of classical continuum mechanics, see
Kolsky (1963), Jeffrey (1978), Gusev et al. (1998), Hamilton and
Blackstock (1998), Meurer et al. (2002), and Andrianov et al.
(2013, 2014). The review article by Norris (1998) provides a
comprehensive review of nonlinear wave propagation in solids.
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ered in these formulations.
Numerous advanced theories and models have been proposed to
study wave propagation problems accounting for heterogeneities
and non-locality in materials. Among them, multiscale homogeniza-
tion techniques (Kevorkian and Bosley, 1998; Chen and Fish, 2001;
Andrianov et al., 2008) have proved to be successful in capturing dis-
persion effects. The idea in this type of approach is to asymptotically
compute the solutions to the wave equations using multiple spatial
and temporal scales to capture the homogenized solution as well as
its long-term behavior. Alternatively, models based on the mechan-
ics of generalized continua constitute another class of paradigms
used to incorporate some effects of characteristic lengths of the
materials microstructure. The idea here is to endow the continuum
with additional degrees of freedom that are supposedly independent
from the usual translational degrees of freedom and representative
of the microstructure (Forest and Sievert, 2006). The article by
Germain (1973) and the book by Eringen (1999) provide a detailed
review of the mechanics of higher order continua. Analytical studies
of the dispersive character of such high order continua have been
initially conducted in depth by Mindlin (1964) and Eringen and Suh-
ubi (1964) or more recently by Engelbrecht et al. (2005, 2006),
Papargyri-Beskou et al. (2009), and Fafalis et al. (2012) or Berezovski
et al. (2013) for linear elastic solids.
In the present paper, we study the wave propagation and wave
dispersion character in hardening elasto-plastic microstructured
materials on the basis of generalized continua theories. The adopted
model accounts for themicrostructural features complemented by a
hardening elasto-plastic model through a deformation theory of
plasticity. We limit our considerations to the case where plastic
strains are large compared to the elastic strain. Nonlinearity is intro-
duced in this studyonly through the descriptionof the yield surfaces
during plastic deformation both at themacroscopic andmicroscopic
level. In the rest of this manuscript, when we refer to the term non-
linear, we make reference to the inelastic response of the material.
The manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
details of the micromorphic model used presently and provides the
equations of motion for a hardening microstructured material. Sec-
tion 3 presents the dispersion analysis for such a material system.
Section 4 provides a discussion on the main ﬁndings of the work
while Section5provides recommendations for future investigations.
The following notation is used:u;u0 macro-microscopic displacement ﬁeld
v macroscopic velocity
;v macro-microdeformation
el;vel elastic macro-microstrain
p;vp plastic macro-microstrain
r;l macro-microstress
g interactive microforce
W;K;L potential energy, kinetic energy and Lagrangian
q; Il macroscopic density and micro-inertia
E0 Young’s modulus
A0l;B0l; El microstructure elastic parameters
h0;hl macro-microscopic hardening/softening moduli
.l; b0l dimensionless parameters
ci macroscopic/microscopic characteristic velocity
‘‘i’’
ci normalized characteristic velocity ‘‘i’’
corresponding to velocity ci
‘; ‘;L0; k0 characteristic lengths
s characteristic time
‘ scale of the microstructure-;j; k dimensionless frequency, wave number and
wave lengthcp dimensionless phase velocity
cg dimensionless group velocity
c; cs non normalized/normalized gradient-dependent
parameters
½x; ½t subscript in x and t denote differentiation with
respect to these indices
~½ tilde superscript indicates non-dimensional
variables and operators
½0 denotes the derivative with respect to a given
variable2. Formulation of a elasto-plastic 1D micromorphic model
2.1. One-dimensional wave equation for elasto-plastic microstructured
materials
Following Mindlin (1964), let us consider a continuum as a
deformable continuous distribution of material points, each of
them being geometrically represented by a point M and character-
ized kinematically by macroscopic and microscopic displacement
ﬁelds. The macroscopic displacement ﬁeld u is deﬁned as
ui ¼ xi  Xi; i ¼ 1; . . . ;3, where xi and Xi are the coordinates of a
materials in the deformed and undeformed reference coordinate
system, respectively. The microdisplacement u0 is deﬁned by its
components u0i ¼ x0i  X0i, where x0i are the coordinates of a point
M0 belonging to a microvolume XðMÞ aroundM and measured from
the center of massM of this microvolume. Given XðMÞ of small ex-
tent and displacement gradients assumed to be small, the micro-
displacement can be approximated by
u0i ¼ x0jvjiðxi; tÞ; ð1Þ
where vji is the microdeformation deﬁned by,
vji ¼
@u0j
@x0i
: ð2Þ
In the 1D case, the indices can be dropped. In the remainder of this
manuscript, subscript indices in x and t denote differentiation with
respect to these indices. For example, ½x ¼ @=@x and ½tt ¼ @2=@t2.
Following a similar approach to Engelbrecht et al. (2005), the
fundamental balance laws for a microstructured material are de-
rived from the system Lagrangian L such that,
L ¼ KW; ð3Þ
where the kinetic energy K is deﬁned as,
K ¼ 1
2
qu2t þ
1
2
Ilv2t ; ð4Þ
with q and Il being the macroscopic density and micro-inertia,
respectively and the potential energy W is deﬁned as,
W ¼Wðux;v;vxÞ: ð5Þ
The corresponding Euler–Lagrange equations take the form,
@L
@ut
 
t
þ @L
@ux
 
x
 @L
@u
¼ 0; ð6aÞ
@L
@vt
 
t
þ @L
@vx
 
x
 @L
@v ¼ 0: ð6bÞ
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Fig. 1. c is deﬁned in the ðc0l  b0lÞ space between the solid lines.
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qutt  @W
@ux
 
x
¼ 0; ð7aÞ
Ilvtt 
@W
@vx
 
x
þ @W
@v ¼ 0: ð7bÞ
Alternatively, the balance equations for a microstructured material
in 1D can be expressed by,
qutt  rx ¼ 0; ð8aÞ
Ilvtt  lx þ g ¼ 0; ð8bÞ
with
r ¼ @W
@ux
; l ¼ @W
@vx
; and g ¼ @W
@v : ð9Þ
r is the macrostress (Piola stress), l the microstress and g is the
interactive microforce. The macrostress can be viewed in a classi-
cal manner as the macroscopic average of forces per unit area,
while the microstress can be interpreted as a spatial average of
the forces arising from the collective nonlocal behavior of the
surrounding microstructure. Note that in the above equations,
no apparent explicit coupling occurs between the thermodynamic
quantities associated with macro- and microdeformations. The
effective coupling between the two is accounted for in the poten-
tial energy functional. The ﬁrst of equation (8) describes the mac-
roscopic balance of momentum while the second of equation (8)
expresses the microscopic balance of momentum. In the case of
elasticity, it is convenient to consider a generic potential energy
function describing the constitutive behavior of microstructured
materials as followed,
Wðux;v;vxÞ ¼
1
2
ðE0 þ 2A0l þ B0lÞu2x þ
1
2
Elv2x þ
1
2
B0lv2
 ðA0l þ B0lÞvux; ð10Þ
where E0 is the Young’s modulus, and ðA0l;B0l; ElÞ are microstruc-
ture elastic parameters. Obviously, the choice of such a potential
energy function assumes that a certain correlation exists between
the parameters describing the macroscopic behavior and the micro-
scopic behavior. The coefﬁcients for this generic potential energy
function have been chosen is such a way that they are consistent
with both the formulation of Engelbrecht et al. (2005) and that of
Gonella et al. (2011) and coworkers. Note that the positiveness of
this functional requires a careful choice of parameters (see example
in Fig. 1). Note that the coupling between the macro- and microde-
formation is accounted for through the coefﬁcient A0l þ B0l.
Another solution for the coupling between the macro- and microde-
formation could have been of the form ðA00l þ B0lÞvxux, or a linear
combination of the two.
The linear elastic Hooke’s law is usually inadequate to describe
materials nonlinear, inelastic behavior. In this work, we therefore
consider a plasticity formulation that incorporates a dependence
upon the inelastic strain and a coupling between the macro- and
microdeformation. As such, in the context of small strain condi-
tions, the total macro- and microdeformation are partitioned into
an elastic el;velx
 
, and an inelastic p;vpxð Þ macro-microstrain,
respectively such that,
p ¼  el ¼ ux  rE0 þ 2A0l þ B0l 
A0l þ B0l
E0 þ 2A0l þ B0l v
el; ð11aÞ
vpx ¼ vx  velx ¼ vx 
l
El
; ð11bÞwhere the inﬁnitesimal macrostrain is classically deﬁned as  ¼ ux
and the elastic component of the macrostrain and microstrain is re-
lated to the macro- and microstress via the bijective relation
r ¼ @W
@ux
¼ ðE0 þ 2A0l þ B0lÞel  ðA0l þ B0lÞvel; ð12aÞ
l ¼ @W
@vx
¼ Elvelx : ð12bÞ
Concerning the macro- and microyield functions, at the macro-
scopic level, we consider a classical J2 plasticity model in which
the yield strength depends upon the equivalent plastic strain (in
the sense of the von Mises strain invariant). At the microscopic le-
vel, we consider that the microstrength only depends upon the
equivalent plastic microstrain strain. The interactive force is as-
sumed to remain an elastic coupling between the two length scales.
As such, we assume that the constitutive equations (9) in the plastic
regime can be written in rate form such that rt ¼ f ptð Þ and
lt ¼ g vpx½ t
 
yielding,
rt ¼ 1h0  1 E0
p
t ; ð13aÞ
lt ¼
1
hl  1 El v
p
x
 
t ; ð13bÞ
gt ¼ ðA0l þ B0lÞelt þ B0lvelt ; ð13cÞ
where ðh0;hlÞ are the hardening/softening macro-modulus and mi-
cro-modulus, respectively. Due to physical considerations (tangent
plastic modulus), ðh0; hlÞ R ð1;1Þ. Note that the continuum be-
comes elastic when h0 ¼ 1 and hl ¼ 1 and becomes perfectly plastic
when h0 !1 and hl !1. Macro- or micro-hardening occurs
when h0 > 1 or hl > 1, respectively. Macro- or micro- softening oc-
curs when h0 < 1 or hl < 1, respectively.
Combining equations (8), (11) and (13), and deﬁning the veloc-
ity v ¼ ut the system of second order equations (8) can be repre-
sented in the form of one fourth-order equation. The resulting
wave equation for a one-dimensional hardening microstructured
medium is given by,
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c2
c20l
c2
v tt ¼ 1
c20l
c2
 !
vxx 
h
c2
v tt
" #
þ s2hl vxx 
h
c2
v tt
" #
tt
 c2ls2 vxx 
h
c2
v tt
" #
xx
; ð14Þ
where the characteristic velocities are deﬁned as,
c20 ¼
E0
q
; c2¼ E0þ2A0lþB0l
q
; c20l¼
ðA0lþB0lÞ2
qB0l
; c2l¼
El
Il
; ð15Þ
the characteristic microstructural time s is given by,
s2 ¼ Il
B0l
ð16Þ
and the effective hardening modulus h is given by,
h ¼ h0 þ ðh0  1Þ
c2  c20
c20
: ð17Þ
Details of the derivation of equation (14) are provided in the Appen-
dix A. Note that we recover the results from Engelbrecht et al.
(2005) and Engelbrecht et al. (2006) in the case of a linear elastic
microcontinuum.
Equation (14) clearly emphasizes the hierarchy and dispersive
character of waves propagating into the material. The coupling be-
tween the microstructure and macroscopic scale is reﬂected in the
correction of the bulk phase velocity c0 as illustrated on the left-
hand side of (14). The right-hand terms of (14) are dominated by
both the properties of the microstructure (micro-inertia) and the
materials inelastic behavior.
In the following, the microstructural parameter B0l is assumed
to be associated with a softening/stiffening microstructure such
that the resistance to local deformation in the microstructured so-
lid is less/more than the resistance to macroscopic deformation. As
such,
B0l ¼ b20lE0; ð18Þ
where b0l is the softening/stiffening coefﬁcient. Similarly, for sim-
plicity, the coupling between the macro- and microdeformation
A0l is assumed to be correlated to the macroscopic resistance and
microscopic resistance such that,
A0l ¼ ðc0l  b0lÞb0lE0: ð19Þ
Note that depending on the value of b0l and c0l;A0l could very well
be a negative quantity (i.e., when b0l > c0l).
The micro-inertia Il introduces into the model one characteris-
tic length scale parameter ‘ associated with the microstructure. It
is taken as the second moment of stiffness over a given microvo-
lume XðMÞ weighted by a scaling factor .l such that,
Il ¼ .lq‘2: ð20Þ
For example, in the case of a microstructured material containing
microvoids, .l would be less than one, and in the case of a micro-
structured material containing dense micro-inclusions, .l would
be greater than one. Note that due to physical considerations
.l P 0.
The microstructural parameter El contains information about
the scale of heterogeneity in the microstructured solids considered.
Again for simplicity, El is assumed to be proportional to the prod-
uct of the macroscopic elastic constants and the square of the char-
acteristic length scale such that,
El ¼ c2lE0‘2: ð21Þ
As such, the characteristic velocities and time parameters
introduced in (15) and (16) reduce toc2 ¼ 1þ 2c0lb0l  b20l
 
c20 ¼ c2c20; c20l ¼ c20lc20;
c2l ¼
c2l
.l
c20; s
2 ¼ .l
b20l
‘2
c20
¼
‘2
c20
: ð22Þ
Due to physical considerations, the term c needs to stay positive or
null, leading to restricted combinations of c0l and b0l in the
ðc0l  b0lÞ input space as illustrated in Fig. 1. This condition is a
necessary but not sufﬁcient condition for the mechanical wave to
be physically acceptable. Note also that the characteristic length ‘
is weighted by the effective rigidity of the microstructure
.l
b20l
. The
effective hardening modulus introduced in (17) reduces to,
h ¼ h0 þ b0lðh0  1Þð2c0l  b0lÞ ¼ h0 þ ðh0  1Þðc2  1Þ: ð23Þ
Recent works by Dingreville et al. (2013) and by Gonella et al.
(2011) provide additional discussion on how these parameters
can be extracted from mesoscale Direct Numerical Simulation (simu-
lations in which the microstructural topology is explicitly resolved
in the spatial discretization).
Through non-dimensionalization, the wave equation (14) for a
1D hardening microstructured medium becomes
1
c2
c20l
c2
v~t~t  1
c20l
c2
 !
v~x~x 
h
c2
v~t~t
" #
¼  1
e2‘
hl v~x~x 
h
c2
v~t~t
" #
~t~t
þ 1
e2‘
c2l
.l
v~x~x 
h
c2
v~t~t
" #
~x~x
; ð24Þ
where x ¼ ~xL0; t ¼ ~tL0=c0, and e‘ ¼ L0=‘ such that when e‘ is small,
the wave equation (24) is dominated by the right-hand side of the
equation, when e‘ is large, the left-hand side of equation (24) pre-
vails in the wave equation. L0 corresponds to the characteristic
length of the wave propagating through the microstructured med-
ium and L0=c0 its corresponding characteristic time. We use a
superimposed tilde to denote non-dimensional variables and
operators.
2.2. Wave equation hyperbolicity
At this point it is interesting to discuss when the wave equation
(24) will be physically acceptable and how the transfer of informa-
tion occurs during propagation. In other words this subsection dis-
cusses when the wave equation remains hyperbolic and the initial
value problem is well-posed. Equation (24) can be analyzed
through its characteristics. If we consider the variation of the four
third-order derivative terms of the velocity v, we get,
dðv~x~x~xÞ ¼ v~x~x~x~xd~xþ v~x~x~x~td~t; ð25aÞ
dðv~x~x~tÞ ¼ v~x~x~x~td~xþ v~x~x~t~td~t; ð25bÞ
dðv~x~t~tÞ ¼ v~x~x~t~td~xþ v~x~t~t~td~t; ð25cÞ
dðv~t~t~tÞ ¼ v~x~t~t~td~xþ v~t~t~t~td~t: ð25dÞ
Combining these equations with the 1D wave propagation equation,
we obtain a system of ﬁve fourth order differential equations such
that,
hlh
c2 0  hl þ
c2l
.l
h
c2
h i
0
c2l
.l
0 0 0 d~t d~x
0 0 d~t d~x 0
0 d~t d~x 0 0
d~t d~x 0 0 0
2
66666664
3
77777775
v~t~t~t~t
v~t~t~t~x
v~t~t~x~x
v~t~x~x~x
v~x~x~x~x
2
6666664
3
7777775
¼
f v~t~t ;v~x~xð Þ
d v~x~x~xð Þ
d v~x~x~tð Þ
d v~x~t~tð Þ
d v~t~t~tð Þ
2
6666664
3
7777775
; ð26Þ
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Fig. 2. Dispersion relation for a hardening microstructured material following the
equation of motion (14) with parameters cl ¼ 0:6; c0l ¼ 1:6; b0l ¼ 1:3;.l ¼ 0:5;
h0 ¼ 1:5; hl ¼ 3:0 and e‘ ¼ 2:0. Results illustrated in this ﬁgure are compared to the
linear elastic case of equation (37) (Engelbrecht et al., 2005) for the same parameters.
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f ðv~t~t; v~x~xÞ ¼ e2‘
1
c2
c20l
c2
v~t~t  e2‘ 1
c20l
c2
 !
v~x~x 
h
c2
v~t~t
" #
: ð27Þ
Setting the determinant of the coefﬁcient of the matrix of equation
(26) yields the characteristic equation,
hhld~x4  hlc2 þ h
c2l
.l
" #
d~x2d~t2 þ c2 c
2
l
.l
d~t4
¼ c
2
l
.l
d~t2  hld~x2
 !
c2d~t2  hd~x2  ¼ 0: ð28Þ
The characteristics are equal to the high frequency limit for the
upper macroscopic (cpþð1Þ) and lower microscopic (cpð1Þ)
phase velocities, respectively deﬁned later in this manuscript in
equation (44).
3. Dispersion relation, phase and group velocities
3.1. Dispersion relation
As it is clearly illustrated by the equation of motion (24), the
material’s inelastic behavior and its intrinsic microstructure lead
to dispersive effects. We now carry out a dispersion analysis. We
consider the general solution to the equation of motion (24) for a
single non-dimensional harmonic wave propagating through a
one-dimensional continuum with a velocity ﬁeld of the form,
v^ð~x;~tÞ ¼ eıðj~x-~tÞ; ð29Þ
where- is the dimensionless frequency, and j is the dimensionless
wave number (number of wave-lengths per 2p). Substituting (29)
into (24), yields the dispersion equation,
1 c
2
0l
c2
 !
j2 
h
c2
-2
" #
 1
c2
c20l
c2
-2
 1
e2‘
j2 
h
c2
-2
" #
c2l
.l
j2  hl-2
" #
¼ 0: ð30Þ
Equation (30) has four solutions j ¼ jð-Þ with,
jð-Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uð-Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ uð-Þ2  nð-Þ
qr
; ð31Þ
or alternatively - ¼ -ðjÞ such that,
-ðjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
/ðjÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½/ðjÞ2  fðjÞ
qr
: ð32Þ
The functions uð-Þ; nð-Þ; /ðjÞ and fðjÞ are deﬁned by
uð-Þ ¼ 1
2
h
c2
þ .l
c2l
hl
 !
-2 þ 1
2
.l
c2l
1 c
2
0l
c2
 !
e2‘
¼ fh-2 þ 12 f‘e
2
‘ ; ð33Þ
nð-Þ ¼ .l
c2l
hhl
c2
-2 -2  1hhl
h
c20l
c2
 1
 !
 c
2
0l
c2
" #
e2‘
 !
¼ gh-2 -2  g‘e2‘
	 
 ð34Þ
and
/ðjÞ ¼ 1
2
h
c2
þ .l
c2l
hl
 !
c2l
.l
c2
hhl
j2 þ 1hhl
h
c20l
c2
 1
 !
 c
2
0l
c2
" #
e2‘
¼ fh
gh
j2 þ 1
2
g‘e2‘ ; ð35ÞfðjÞ ¼ c
2
l
.l
c2
hhl
j2 j2  .l
c2l
1 c
2
0l
c2
 !
e2‘
" #
¼ 1
gh
j2 j2  f‘e2‘
	 

: ð36Þ
The implicit coupling and convolution between microstructure
and materials inelasticity clearly appears in the above through
the functions uð-Þ and nð-Þ or alternatively through the functions
/ðjÞ and fðjÞ. The dispersion relation (31) contains two distinct
branches: the upper branch jþ (alternatively -þ) and the lower
branch j (alternatively -). In the dispersive analysis with sev-
eral branches of dispersion curves the lower one is called acoustic
and the upper one (s) –optical. As discussed later on in this manu-
script (see Section 4.1), depending on the combination of macro-
and microscopic materials constants, the solutions jþ and
j (same comment goes for the phase and group velocities) corre-
spond either to the acoustic or the optical branch. Additionally, as
we demonstrate later in Section 4, both branches can be expected
given an arbitrary set of initial conditions.
Typical results for the dispersion relation (31) are presented in
Fig. 2 and compared to the linear elastic case (Engelbrecht et al.,
2005). Note that in the elastic case, the dispersion equation in
the frequency domain takes the same form as in equation (31) with
the functions uð-Þ and nð-Þ being deﬁned with their elastic coun-
terparts uelð-Þ and nelð-Þ (i.e., when h0 and hl are both set to 1)
such that,
uelð-Þ ¼ 1
2
1
c2
þ .l
c2l
 !
-2 þ 1
2
.l
c2l
1 c
2
0l
c2
 !
e2‘ and
nelð-Þ ¼ 1
c2
.l
c2l
-2½-2 þ e2‘ : ð37Þ
Similarly the dispersion equation in the wave number domain takes
the same form as in equation (32) with the functions /ðjÞ and fðjÞ
being deﬁned with their elastic counterparts /elð-Þ and felðjÞ such
that,
/elðjÞ ¼ 1
2
c2 þ c
2
l
.l
 !
j2  e2‘ and
felðjÞ ¼ c2 c
2
l
.l
j2 j2  .l
c2l
1 c
2
0l
c2
 !
e2‘
" #
: ð38Þ
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Fig. 3. (a) Phase velocity–frequency relation and (b) Phase velocity–wave number
relation for a hardening microstructured material using the parameters provided in
Fig. 2. Legend is identical to that of Fig. 2.
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The dimensionless phase velocity cpð-Þ ¼ -=jð-Þ of the
harmonic wave reads,
cpð-Þ ¼
-ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uð-Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ uð-Þ2  nð-Þ
qr ; ð39Þ
or alternatively cpðjÞ ¼ -ðjÞ=j such that,
cpðjÞ ¼
1
j
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
/ðjÞ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½/ðjÞ2  fðjÞ
qr
: ð40Þ
Typical results for the dimensionless phase velocity cp are plotted in
Fig. 3. The phase velocity cp depends on the frequency - (wave
number j) and, consequently, wave propagation is dispersive for
elasto-plastic microstructured materials. As such, due to the fact
that different harmonic waves propagate with different velocities,
the shape of a pulse propagating through a microstuctured medium
undergoes a change and a loading wave can potentially be trans-
formed into a stationary localization wave. Note that from equation
(40), the upper branch phase velocity remains real if
jP e‘
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c20l þ Dc2  2c0l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dc2
p
c2  c2l.l
 2
vuuut with
Dc2 ¼ c20l  c2 þ
c2l
.l
: ð41Þ
Or equivalently,
k 6 2pk0; with k0 ¼ 1e‘
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2  c2l.l
 2
c20l þ Dc2  2c0l
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Dc2
p
vuuut ; ð42Þ
where k is the dimensionless wave length. The parameter k0 is an
internal length scale associated with the microstructured medium.
As such, no wavelength larger than 2pk0 can ﬁt within the micro-
structured medium potentially leading to a stationary harmonic
localization wave with a width equal to 2pk0. In other words, these
waves are unstable and could grow unboundedly or decay. How-
ever, the localization region is limited by that critical wavelength
and these waves cannot occur. These results are consistent with
those for the dispersive wave propagation in a gradient-dependent
medium (Sluys et al., 1993).
In the lower frequency range (-! 0), the upper branch phase
velocity behaves similarly to the elastic phase velocity such that,
cpþð0Þ 
-
k0
 celpþð-Þ; ð43Þ
while the lower branch is undeﬁned.
In the higher frequency range (-!1), the upper and lower
branches phase velocities tend to a macroscopically and micro-
scopically deﬁned limit, respectively such that,
cpþð1Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2
h
q
if h
c2l
.l
P hlc2;ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2l=.l
hl
r
if h
c2l
.l
6 hlc2;
8><
>: ð44aÞ
cp 1ð Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2l=.l
hl
r
if h
c2l
.l
P hlc2ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
c2
h
q
if h
c2l
.l
6 hlc2
8><
>: ð44bÞ
for ðh0;hlÞP 1. These limits correspond to the characteristics of the
wave equation. It is worth pointing out that as the frequency goes to
inﬁnity the Mindlin may not be the best model to used. In such acase, the Floquet–Bloch approach (Brillouin, 2003) should be
applied. However equation (44) shows that the model is well-
behaved as frequencies tend to inﬁnity and therefore amenable to
numerical methods.
Finally, as illustrated in Fig. 4, it should be noted that the char-
acteristic microstructural length scale e‘ accentuates the dispersive
character for both branches.
3.3. Group velocity
The dimensionless group velocity cgð-Þ ¼ ðdjð-Þ=d-Þ1 is
given by,
cgð-Þ ¼
2jð-Þ
c0ð-Þ  c0 ð-Þcð-Þ12n0ð-Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½cð-Þ2nð-Þ
p
; ð45Þ
where ‘‘ 0 ’’ denotes the derivative with respect to -. For example,
c0 ¼ dc=d-. Alternatively cgðjÞ ¼ d-ðjÞ=dj is given by,
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/0ðjÞ  /0 ðjÞ/ðjÞ12f0 ðjÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½/ðjÞ2fðjÞ
p
2-ðjÞ ; ð46Þ
where in this case ‘‘ 0 ’’ denotes the derivative with respect to j.
Group velocity is the velocity of the modulation of a packet of waves
were there is signiﬁcant scale separation between the wave-length
of the waves in the ‘‘packet’’ and that of the modulation. In this way,
group velocity can be thought of as the velocity at which energy is
propagated. Typical results for the dimensionless group velocity cg
are plotted in Fig. 5.
Again, as illustrated in Fig. 6, the characteristic microstructural
length scale e‘ accentuates the dispersive character for both
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Fig. 4. (a) Phase velocity–frequency relation and (b) phase velocity–wave number
relation for a hardening microstructured material using the parameters provided in
Fig. 2 for various microstructural length scales e‘ . Results are normalized by the
phase velocity cp;0 when the characteristic microstructural length scale is inﬁnitely
small (i.e., microstructural effect can be neglected). Solid lines denote the upper
branch (optical), dotted lines denote the lower branch (acoustic). Square symbols
represent the phase velocity for e‘ ¼ 0:75, round symbols represent the phase
velocity for e‘ ¼ 1:5, triangle symbols represent the phase velocity for e‘ ¼ 3:0, and
diamond symbols represent the phase velocity for e‘ ¼ 6:0.4. Discussion
4.1. Inﬂuence of microstructural features on the dispersive character
It is clearly seen through the dispersion relation, the phase and
group velocity relations that the values of the material constants
(both elastic and plastic) and the microstructural length scale e‘
in the governing differential equation (24) play an important part
in dictating the type of wave propagation in the microstructured
medium. Fig. 7 illustrates the inﬂuence of some of the input param-
eters used in the model, namely the micro-elasticity scaling factor
b0l, the coupling term between the micro- and macrodeformation
c0l, the macroscopic hardening (h0 > 1)/softening (h0 < 1) modu-
lus, and the microscopic hardening (hl > 1)/softening (hl < 1)
modulus on the dispersion relation, the phase velocity and group
velocity. For example, is it illustrated that, when the coupling be-
tween the micro- and macrodeformation is ignored (c0l ¼ 0), a
drastically different dispersion relation and phase velocity and
group velocity is observed. In this case, the upper branch and lower
branch wave intersect each other corresponding to discontinuity
point in the dispersion curves. After that point the lower branch be-
comes continuouswith the upper branch (low values of j) and sim-
ilarly the upper branch becomes continuous with the lower branch.
Such analysis could be useful to deﬁne a viable material constants
input space for with the solutions are physically acceptable. A full
discussion on the inﬂuence of the materials parameters and their
physical relevance on the wave propagation properties is beyond
the scope of this manuscript. Recent work by the authors (Dingre-
ville et al., 2013) provides additional discussion on how these
parameters can be extracted from mesoscale Direct Numerical Sim-
ulation (simulations in which the microstructural topology is
explicitly resolved in the spatial discretization).
Another interesting aspect on the importance of the materials
parameters on the type of wave propagation occurring in the
microstructured medium is for the case when ½ uð-Þ2  nð-Þ ¼ 0
or equivalently for,
- ¼ -cut-off ¼ e‘
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2 !
pq
; ð47Þ
with the function P and ! deﬁned as,
P ¼ 1
h
cl
.l
 hlc2
2c2lc20l
h
cl
.l
 hlc2
þ c2  c20l
2
4
3
5; ð48aÞ
! ¼
c2  c20l
h
cl
.l
 hlc2
0
@
1
A
2
: ð48bÞ
This cut-off frequency -cut-off (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2011) corre-
sponds to the frequency after which a potential unstable mode
(for a given set of materials parameters rendering equation (31)
imaginary) becomes a propagating mode and therefore changing
the wave behavior.
4.2. Comparison with a gradient-dependent model
To illustrate the properties of the model developed in Section 2,
the dispersion curves, phase velocity curves and group velocity
curves obtained in Section 3 are compared with a continuummod-
el that incorporates a dependence upon the Laplacian of the inelas-
tic strain (Sluys et al., 1993). Using the same convention deﬁned to
derive equation (24), the non-dimensionalized wave equation (see
equation (24) in (Sluys et al., 1993)) for a gradient-dependent mod-
el reads:
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Fig. 5. (a) Group velocity–frequency relation and (b) Group velocity–wave number
relation for a hardening microstructured material using the parameters provided in
Fig. 2. Legend is identical to that of Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6. (a) Group velocity–frequency relation and (b) group velocity–wave number
relation for a hardening microstructured material using the parameters provided in
Fig. 2 for various microstructural length scales e‘ . Results are normalized by the
group velocity cg;0 when the characteristic microstructural length scale is inﬁnitely
small (i.e., microstructural effect can be neglected). Solid lines denote the upper
branch (optical), dotted lines denote the lower branch (acoustic). Square symbols
represent the phase velocity for e‘ ¼ 0:75, round symbols represent the phase
velocity for e‘ ¼ 1:5, triangle symbols represent the phase velocity for e‘ ¼ 3:0, and
diamond symbols represent the phase velocity for e‘ ¼ 6:0.
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csðh0  1Þ
e2‘
½v~x~x~x~x  v~x~x~t~t  ¼ 0; ð49Þ
where the normalized coefﬁcients ðh0; csÞ are deﬁned based on the
coefﬁcients ðh; cÞ deﬁned in equations (10) and (11) in Sluys et al.
(1993) such that,
h ¼ E0
h0  1 and
c ¼ csE0‘2; ð50Þ
where E0;h0 and ‘2 are deﬁned earlier in this manuscript.
Following the dispersion analysis presented in Section 3, the
dispersion relation for the gradient-dependent model in equation
(49) is given by,
-ðjÞ ¼ j
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 csð1h0Þe2
‘
j2
h0  csð1h0Þe2
‘
j2
vuuut ; ð51Þor alternatively,
jð-Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
usð-Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½usð-Þ2  nsð-Þ
qr
; ð52Þ
with
usð-Þ ¼
1
2
-2 þ e2‘
1
csð1 h0Þ
 
and nsð-Þ ¼ e2‘
h0
csð1 h0Þ-
2:
ð53Þ
Comparison of the dispersion relation (51) with the dispersion rela-
tion (32) is shown in Fig. 8(a).
Fig. 7. Impact of the macro-/microscopic materials constants on (a) dispersion relation, (b) phase velocity–wave number relation and (c) group velocity–wave number
relation. Solid lines denote the upper branch, dotted lines the lower branch. Parameters common to all cases are cl ¼ 0:6;.l ¼ 0:5 and e‘ ¼ 2:0. The macro-/micro- hardening
parameters (h0=hl), coupling term (c0l) and micro-elasticity scaling factor (b0l) are annotated for each case.
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quently given by
cpðjÞ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 csð1h0Þe2
‘
j2
h0  csð1h0Þe2
‘
j2
vuuut and cpð-Þ
¼ -ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
usð-Þ 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½usð-Þ2  nsð-Þ
qr : ð54Þ
Similarly to what was noted in Section 3, the upper branch phase
velocity for the gradient-dependent model remains real if the
dimensionless wave length k satisﬁes
k 6 2pk0 with k0 ¼ 1e‘
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
csð1 h0Þ
q
: ð55Þ
The group velocity for a gradient-dependent model reads(
(b)
Fig. 8. Comparison between a hardening microstructured material model and a gradien
phase velocity–wave number relation, and (c) group velocity–wave number relation. Pa
(1993) such that cl ¼ 2;.l ¼ 1; c0l ¼ 0:086;b0l ¼ 0:9;h0 ¼ 1:5 and hl ¼ 2:0 and e‘ ¼ 2:cgðjÞ ¼
j
-ðjÞ 1þ
h0ð1 h0Þ
h0  csð1h0Þe2
‘
j2
 2
2
64
3
75; ð56Þ
or alternatively
cgð-Þ ¼
2jð-Þ
u0sð-Þ 
u0sð-Þ/sð-Þ12n0sð-Þﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ usð-Þ2nsð-Þ
p
; ð57Þ
where ‘‘ 0 ’’ denotes the derivative with respect to-. Comparisons of
the phase and group velocities between the gradient-dependent
model and the model described in the present manuscript are
shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c), respectively.
As it is illustrated in Fig. 8, the present micromorphic model for
a hardening microstructured material is in good agreement with
the gradient-dependent macroscopic model. It is interesting to
note that various combinations of the micromorphic materials
parameters could yield to a similar ﬁt to the gradient-dependenta)
(c)
t-dependent hardening material (Sluys et al., 1993) for (a) dispersion relation, (b)
rameters used for the micromorphic hardening model are adapted from Sluys et al.
0. Parameters for the gradient dependent model are h0 ¼ 1:5; e‘ ¼ 2:0 and cs ¼ 1:6.
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parameters to be used in the micromorphic model for the compar-
ison with the gradient-dependent model is beyond the scope of
this manuscript. Rather it should be noted that, similarly to a gra-
dient-dependent continuum model, in the present micromorphic
model composed of a simple plasticity model both at the macro-
and microscale, the phase speed does not necessarily become
imaginary at the onset of softening, as it is the case in classical con-
tinuum models. The dispersive character of such models ‘‘forces’’
strain softening regions to localize (Sluys et al., 1993).
4.3. Partitioning amongst optical and acoustic phase-speeds
In the analysis of Section 3 it is seen that four phase-speeds may
be excited in the solution of equation (24). Speciﬁcally, all solu-
tions include forward and backward going upper and lower branch
phase-speeds (-aþ;-a;-oþ and -o, respectively). Here we
brieﬂy describe how initial conditions determine the excitation
of these components.
Begin by noting that the full (homogeneous) solution to
equation (24) may be written as,
vð~x;~tÞ ¼
X1
j¼0
vjð~x;~tÞ; ð58Þ
with
vjð~x;~tÞ ¼ Caþ ;j½expðıj~x-aþ~tÞ þ Ca ;j½expðıj~x-a~tÞ
þ Coþ ;j½expðıj~x-oþ~tÞ þ Co ;j½expðıj~x-o~tÞ: ð59Þ
For the fourth order wave equations, four initial conditions are
needed. Taking the ﬁrst four temporal derivatives of equation
(58), setting them equal to their associated (speciﬁed) initial condi-
tions, multiplying them against expðın~xÞ, and integrating over p
to p yields the system,
Fjðf0Þ
Fjðf1Þ
Fjðf2Þ
Fjðf3Þ
2
6664
3
7775 ¼
1 1 1 1
ı-aþ ı-a ı-oþ ı-o
-2aþ -2a -2oþ -2o
ı-3aþ ı-3a ı-3oþ ı-3o
2
6664
3
7775
Caþ ;j
Ca ;j
Coþ ;j
Co ;j
2
6664
3
7775 ð60Þ
where
FjðfiÞ ¼ 12p
Z p
p
fið~xÞ expðı~xjÞd~x ð61Þ
are the Fourier coefﬁcients (for wave-number j) of the imposed ini-
tial condition ith temporal derivatives. Note that f1 is in general not
f0~t , etc. Equation (60) is solved for the amplitudes, C, for each of the
four phase-speeds, for each wave-number in all the initial condi-
tions, fi. Additionally, recall that as the problem is linear, each j
solution is independent of all others. It is evident from equation
(60) that given arbitrary initial conditions, all phase-speeds will
be present for all active wave-numbers.
5. Conclusion
This paper presents a 1D microcontinuum model that incorpo-
rates both a dependence upon the microstructure and inelastic
behavior that is used to study wave dispersion in inelastic micro-
structured media. This microcontinuum model is based on the
mechanics of generalized continua and introduces characteristic
parameters (characteristic microstructural length scale and micro-
structural materials parameters) arising from the inhomogeneous
behavior of the microstructure. These parameters are generally re-
lated to microstructural features. Inelasticity is introduced in this
study only through the description of the yield surfaces duringplastic deformation both at the macroscopic and microscopic level.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this work including:
 The introduction of inelastic behavior clearly impacts the phase
speed behavior of the micromorphic material response. We see
that depending on the coupling between the macroscale and the
microscale, the dispersive character of the medium can drasti-
cally change. Careful attention should be paid to the correlation
between the dispersive character of the microstructured med-
ium and the associated materials properties.
 This model includes as a subset, that of Engelbrecht et al. (2005)
when hardening parameters are set appropriately, i.e., in the
case of a linear elastic microcontinuum ðh0 ¼ 1;hl ¼ 1Þ. Our
analysis also includes as a subset, that of Sluys et al. (1993)
for a gradient-dependent model, and it was shown that an
‘‘exclusion’’ zone can develop in the medium where waves do
not propagate but may grow or decrease in amplitude with time
(unstable wave).
 Mathematically speaking, the following approach overcome the
ill-posedness of the set of partial differential equations govern-
ing the wave propagation. It has been shown that the introduc-
tion of an internal length scale regularizes the problem and the
wave propagation in the micromorphic medium is well-posed
for a careful choice of materials parameters. Choice of these
parameters is beyond the scope of this manuscript but as men-
tioned in a previous study (Dingreville et al., 2013), Direct
Numerical Simulation could be used to spatially resolve the com-
plexity and richness of a wave propagating through microstruc-
tured heterogeneous media and calibrate such micromorphic
models.
 In general, all phase-speeds, including those of the upper and
lower branches, are present in a solution. Other authors note
the presence of both branches in their phase speed analysis
but ignore their impact when demonstrating analytical solu-
tions to arbitrary input waves. To our knowledge we are the
ﬁrst to demonstrate the partitioning between these branches.
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From the elasticity theory, using equations (9) and (10), the
macrostress, microstress and interactive force are deﬁned as,
r ¼ @W
@ux
¼ Eel  A0lvel; ðA:1aÞ
l ¼ @W
@vx
¼ Elvelx ; ðA:1bÞ
g ¼ @W
@v ¼ A0l
el þ B0lvel; ðA:1cÞ
where
E ¼ E0 þ 2A0l þ B0l and A0l ¼ A0l þ B0l: ðA:2Þ
Extracting the elastic deformations from (A.1) yields the kinematic
expressions deﬁned in equation (11). By substituting the macro-
stress given by equation (A.1a) and the microdeformation given
by equation (A.1b) into the rate form of macroscopic balance
R. Dingreville et al. / International Journal of Solids and Structures 51 (2014) 2226–2237 2237equation (8) yields an expression for the microstress in rate form of
the type,
lt ¼
EEl
A0l
vxx  q E0 þ h0  1ð ÞE
E0E
v tt
 !
: ðA:3Þ
Combining equation (13b) with equation (A.3) gives an expression
of the rate of microdeformation as a function of the velocity such
that,
ðvxÞt ¼ hl
E
A0l
vxx  q E0 þ ðh0  1ÞE
E0E
v tt
 !
: ðA:4Þ
Similarly, the rate of interactive force can be expressed as a function
of the velocity such that,
ðgxÞt ¼ q
A0l
E
v tt þ B0lE
A0l
1 A
2
0l
B0lE
 !
vxx  q E0 þ ðh0  1ÞE
E0E
v tt
 !
:
ðA:5Þ
Taking the spatial derivative of the microscopic balance equation
(8) with respect to x and substituting the microdeformation, micro-
stress and interactive force by equations (A.3)–(A.5), respectively,
leads to the one-dimensional wave equation:
q
E
A20l
B0lE
v tt  1
A20l
B0lE
 !
vxx  q E0 þ h0  1ð ÞE
E0E
v tt
" #
¼ Il
B0l
hl vxx  q E0 þ h0  1ð ÞE
E0E
v tt
" #
tt
 El
B0l
vxx  q E0 þ h0  1ð ÞE
E0E
v tt
" #
xx
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